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Editorial

Ned Holt

Ahead of this issue I rather wondered what we were going to find to publish. We
have been deprived of the cricket we would normally read about in the July
edition. Two things came to the rescue. The first has nothing to do with
‘lockdown’. It lies in the fact that this year sees the fortieth anniversary of the
founding of the Southern Group, so we have taken the chance to reflect on this.
The second, and less expected factor influencing this issue, however, is probably
directly related to lockdown. I have received more offerings for publication than
ever before, indeed some have had to be held over for the next issue. The
contributions include articles about both matches and books, the latter clearly
inspired by June Hirst’s piece in the April newsletter. This is a welcome
development. No doubt it reflects the extra time that many of us have on our
hands, but it would be excellent if it was one aspect of life under the current
conditions which survives when they are at last, over.
I am absorbing, along with other members, the news of Tim Bresnan’s departure
from Yorkshire CCC to join Warwickshire. He has, admirably, suggested that he
is keen to see today’s youngsters given the sort of opportunities he enjoyed as
a teenager. Of course we wish him luck against all opposition save Yorkshire. As
Chairman I have written to him passing on the best wishes of the SG as a whole
and thanks for the huge contribution he made to Yorkshire cricket. My own most
lasting memory, like many others’, will be of his innings at Lord’s in 2016, which
might, with a different outcome in the match have been a candidate for the
greatest innings ever played for the county.
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THE 2020 CRICKET SEASON AND CORONAVIRUS

June Hirst

It still seems unlikely that there will be any first class cricket this season which
we are permitted to watch. Even if there are regionally organised first class
matches with spectators, it is doubtful if the hospitality outlets would be able to
welcome us. Our event as part of the Cheltenham Cricket Festival was cancelled,
and it’s extremely doubtful if our proposed days at Leicester and Taunton in
August and Headingley in September will be able to take place. In view of this,
we have decided to cancel all our match events for the remainder of the season.
The Group’s Annual Lunch is currently scheduled for Saturday, 10th October at
the Civil Service Club in central London. The Club has reopened from 6 July, but
with social distancing and other restrictions in place, and it is impossible to know
whether these will still be in force in October. We have therefore decided to
adopt a “wait and see” policy, with the possibility of holding a lower key and
more informal lunch or supper, either then or on another date, if restrictions
permit at the time. Please therefore keep this date in your diary for now.
In addition, Adam Lyth’s testimonial year has been postponed to 2021, with the
agreement of the Professional Cricketers’ Association and management at
Headingley, and we will therefore now be inviting him to be our guest speaker
at next year’s Annual Lunch.
As well as our Lunch, we have not yet been able to reschedule our AGM. At the
time of going to press, the government had relaxed social distancing guidelines
from two metres to one metre plus. We don’t know what will be in place later
in the year, but we will notify members of an AGM date as soon as we can.
We may therefore need to contact members at short notice for either of these
events. As we do not have everyone’s email address, could you please respond
if you have received an insert in this Newsletter asking for this; if you did not
receive an insert, please assume that we already hold your email details. For
members who do not have email, we will contact you separately if necessary.
This is all very disappointing, particularly as May was the perfect month for
cricket weather-wise. As you will appreciate, it is impossible to know what the
coronavirus restrictions will be in October or later in the year, but we remain
hopeful that an informal get-together might be organised. We will be in touch
with members again in late Summer/Autumn. We can only hope that next year
will see the resumption of a normal programme and that we can all enjoy days
out at cricket grounds again.
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Correspondence from Headingley
We have received the following from Chief Executive Mark Arthur:
I hope that Members of the Southern Group, along with their friends and family,
are safe and well.
Although there has been great uncertainty around the likelihood of cricket being
played this summer, in recent weeks I have been very encouraged by the plans
that have been put in place to host cricket in a safe environment.
I believe that English cricket owes a massive debt of gratitude to the West Indies
for touring during this uncertain time. Playing the behind-closed-doors series in
Manchester and Southampton will enable the England and Wales Cricket Board
to benefit from broadcast revenues. This money is critical for the game.

Throughout the lockdown period, I have been in weekly contact with the ECB
and the other 17 counties to look at ways of staging domestic cricket in a safe
environment. There have been many permutations as we continue to follow
daily government guidance in order to put us in the best possible position to
play county cricket this summer.
Over the past few weeks, we have been in regular contact with Members and
are appreciative of their considerable support during this difficult time. A few
counties have already released their plans regarding 2020 memberships. As a
Club, we feel that it is best to communicate a matrix of options which will be
available to Members once we understand what a rescheduled domestic season
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will look like. All options will be discussed at Board level and shared with the
Members’ Committee for their thoughts before communicating this further.
I’d like to finish by extending my heartfelt appreciation to Tim Bresnan who
informed us that he would like to pursue opportunities elsewhere. Tim is a
modern-day great at Yorkshire and has enjoyed considerable success with the
Club and on the international stage.
When telling Martyn Moxon of his decision, Tim said that although he has the
desire to continue playing, he is excited by the talented all-rounders emerging
at Emerald Headingley. When looking back at his 19 years with Yorkshire, Tim
believed that being exposed to first team cricket from an early age helped his
development as a player considerably. Although tinged with sadness, Tim felt
that moving on would allow these young players to be given the same
opportunities that benefited him.
I think that you will all agree that this typifies the outstanding player and teammate that Tim has been at Yorkshire, and shows the great promise that is placed
on the next crop of talented youngsters coming through the ranks. We will miss
him but do expect him to remain close to the Club for many years to come.
Many thanks to Mark for what was a very up to date statement of where we are
as we head to press!
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Forty Years On
It was already my intention to allot some of this issue to the fortieth anniversary
of the Southern Group. The circumstances we face however have made more
space available. Seeing this as a rare opportunity rather than a crisis, we offer
two retrospectives. The first consists of extracts from Tony Bradbury’s article in
2005 to mark the 25th anniversary of our establishment. The second revisits the
Bosifile for 1980.

ANNIVERSARY TIES
The fortieth anniversary
ties are now ready and
we hope to arrange
collection as soon as we
can,
given
current
circumstances. Then we
will begin distribution
to members. Some may
already have received
them…..

How it all began, based on an article written by Anthony Bradbury in 2005
Twenty-five years on – The Formation of the Southern Group in 1980.
The first formal meeting of the Southern Group was on 3rd December, 1980.
However the seeds had been sown at the Oval on July 13th 1980 when two of
our Founder Members met in the Oval Pavilion. The story is taken up by the late
Burt Rhodes in an obituary he was to write of Ernie Taylor in July 1994:
“I first met Ernie Taylor at the Oval in 1980….We stuck up a conversation,
commenting on the match, a one day affair which had just ended; as I recollect
there were a dozen or so Yorkshire members standing around with long faces –
Surrey had beaten Yorkshire. Amongst those present were more than a few who
lived “South of the Wash”, and as people began to drift away I made some sort
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of remark that it might be a good idea to form some kind of Yorkshire
Supporters’ Group in the South of England.
Ernie was the driving force in what followed. With Jocelyn Webber and myself,
he conducted a meeting at his London flat and there started the search in the
Yorkshire Yearbook for members with southerly addresses. Ernie drafted a
letter, which we sent to hundreds of members, inviting them to an open meeting
at the Rugby Club of London on 3rd December 1980.” It was Ernie’s business
background which enabled the Southern Group to obtain sponsorship monies
for young players that we cannot obtain today. In addition he allowed his office
to be used without charge for all our early mailings. He was the Group’s first
Chairman. His successor was Burt Rhodes, an outstanding musical director
whose band played for many years at The Talk of the Town. Jocelyn, a young City
solicitor became the first Secretary.
Until 1982 the Yorkshire Yearbook contained a full list of names and addresses
of more than 10,000 members. It was from this list that the founding trio took
the names of those who were notified of the inaugural meeting. The meeting
was held in the Rugby Club, established by the ex-England three quarter Jeff
Butterfield. His friendship with Ernie Taylor allowed his club to become the
headquarters for most Southern Group activities throughout the early eighties.
The County Club was asked to give formal approval to the formation of the
Group and then a letter was sent to 600 Yorkshire members living South of the
line from Bristol to the Wash. Ernie’s letter suggested that the objectives of the
group should be “social intercourse between members on the occasion of
Yorkshire away games in the south, and the sponsoring of young potential
county players.” One idea, never expressed in writing at the time, was that the
Group might in time have an elected member on the Yorkshire Committee.
150 Yorkshire members replied supporting the concept of the Group, and over
70 attended the meeting. It was agreed to ask Sir Leonard Hutton, then living in
Surrey, to be Patron. The officers and Committee were then elected (as Tony
commented, probably self-elected!). Four members of that Committee were still
active a quarter of a century later: auditor Kevin Hornsby, David Wood, David
Hirst, and Tony Bradbury himself. The meeting was also attended by Newsletter
editor over many years, John Harrison, and Gordon Kirby, another future
Committee member. The ‘two Davids’ above have the distinction of continuing
to serve on the Committee over its entire lifetime of forty years. A third name
would have been that of Andrew Bosi, already a Yorkshire member, but he had
not received notification of the inaugural meeting.
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Burt Rhodes (right) with Mike Baldwin, David Byas, and Ryan Sidebottom
The first subscription was set as a minimum donation of £2. Membership was
restricted to country members of YCCC. Ernie Taylor shrewdly sent the minutes
of that first meeting to all 600 on the original mailing list. No doubt this helped
to bring in acceptances and by the following year there were 158 members. 32
of those remained members a quarter of a century later.
(Two questions occur to me here, which perhaps can be followed up in the next
edition. One is what the peak figure for membership was, and when it was
achieved. The second concerns the relaxation of membership requirements. We
no longer restrict this to the south, or to County Club members. Indeed I believe
we even have members who are members of other counties! Ed.)
The first task of the newly established Committee was to establish a
Constitution. Their work has stood the test of time. It included the vital opening
objective to “promote and support the activities of the Yorkshire County Cricket
Club”. Over the years there were occasions when it seemed hard to give
unequivocal support to all the actions of the Club, but the Group never deviated
from this founding principle by taking sides when internecine strife broke out in
Yorkshire. Massive divisions around the role and handling of Geoffrey Boycott
were still to come, but the Southern Group from the start kept its collective head
and remained above the fray.
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There was a film based social event in March 1981, but the first cricket based
event was on Sunday 3rd May when the Yorkshire team played at Maidenhead
and Bray Cricket Club in Berkshire. This was a pre-season match (a quarter of the
Championship would have been completed these days, ed.) and a regular
Yorkshire fixture at the time. Michael Parkinson was involved with the
Maidenhead club, and was also a friend of Burt Rhodes. He played a significant
part in these arrangements. The Yorkshire players visited our marquee and Chris
Old as captain made it clear that the Group had the players’ full support.
Other events followed. An open top bus took the Group from London to
Canterbury for a Natwest Trophy game in July, costing £10 including a
‘complimentary drink’. Alcohol certainly played its part in early SG events. David
Wood kept the drinks invoice from a trip to Wellingborough School for
Northants v Yorkshire: 44 gallons of beer, 25 bottles of wine, and 44 bottles of
fruit juice. The cost in 1981 £224, with beer at what Andrew Bosi recalls was a
price of ‘10 shillings a pint’ (for those wondering, decimal currency had been
introduced ten years earlier, ed). Andrew’s clear memories in 2005 also
stretched back to the match-winning century from Bill Athey.
In this first season, the Group were even able to acquire a box at Lord’s, which
Ernie Taylor had managed to hire for a negotiated cost of £50 a day. The
notification to members said “Meet the Committee (the SG, not the MCC
presumably) and see Geoff deal with Thommo.” In the event, Boycott was
elsewhere, scoring 137 against Australia in the Oval Test.
This first year of high profile activity was still not over. The first Autumn Event
was a Quiz devised by Tony Woodhouse, the long serving member of the
Yorkshire CCC Committee and an eminent Yorkshire historian. The Group was
bold enough to anticipate three teams: Yorkshire players, Yorkshire Committee,
and Southern Group members. David Bairstow, Graham Stevenson and John
Hampshire were the three players, and the SG team was captained by Richard
Hutton who took the place of his father. The opportunity was also taken to show
appreciation of the career of the departing John Hampshire with the
presentation of an engraved decanter.
So ended the first year of Southern Group activities. The formation of the Group
and its early successes with these events owed a huge amount to Ernie Taylor
and Burt Rhodes. They and their colleagues on the Committee set a pattern and
created standards which we have tried to maintain ever after.
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David Hirst: In the very early days of Southern Group, Ernie Taylor said to
me, “Hirst, you work for a publisher, make friends with the press boys and
make sure they know what we’re all about.” I duly typed out a press release
and gave copies to the journalists present in the press boxes at the matches I
attended. At the Headingley Test (probably 1981) I bumped into FST and
introduced myself, told him about the Southern Group and gave him a copy of
my press release. In those days some of us used to sit in the Hutton Bar
behind the Bowler’s arm and listen to the TMS commentary through the
earpieces of our transistor radios. Fred came on air and proceeded to say
“I’ve just met this young man downstairs and he was telling me about
something called Yorkshire County Cricket Club Southern Group....”. He then
read out verbatim my press release. I saw Fred the next day, thanked him for
his kindness and, in for a penny in for a pound, I said “Mr. Trueman, we’ll be
having Dinners and Meetings in the future and it would be wonderful if you
would be able to come and speak to us.” “I’d be delighted,” was his response
“but you’ll have to get a sponsor for me.” I told him that we were not a
commercial organisation and did not have unlimited funds. He looked at me in
an old fashioned sort of way and said “I might have a Rolls Royce but I’ve got
to put bloody petrol in it!”

Thanks also to David for access to his archive of SG photographs.
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PHOTO GALLERY: EVENTS AND PERSONALITIES ACROSS THE YEARS

Burt Rhodes, Richard Blakey, David Hirst

Mark Bristow, Craig White, June Hirst
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Steve Oldham, John Harrison

Mark Bristow, Chris Silverwood
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The (first?) Bosi file 1980, part one
Leicestershire at Grace Road
The 1980 season began on April 30th with a three day mid-week match at Grace
Road. The second day was washed out and despite three declarations Yorkshire
declined to chase 269 in just under two and a half hours.
Yorkshire 3 points, Leicestershire 5.
Oxford University in the Parks
The first Saturday of the season was a home one for the fledgling Yorkshire
Southern Group. Boycott and Lumb recorded their second successive century
partnership. The students used only four bowlers as Yorkshire declared before
the close. They scarcely scored above one an over in reply, Stevenson taking 5
for 25, and did little better when following on. For six years the figures recorded
by Arnie Sidebottom, 7 for 18, represented his career best. When he did surpass
them at Middlesbrough, the feat achieved scant coverage in the press. It was
the same day as Sir Geoffrey’s 150th hundred.
Notts at Trent Bridge
Yorkshire returned to the east Midlands to secure a first championship win of
the season, by an innings and 47 runs. They inserted the home side on a pitch
which Stevenson found to his liking, at one point taking five wickets for no run
in 13 deliveries. Boycott and Lumb were out just before the close but the next
morning Carrick, who had come in as a night watchman, went on to make the
top score of the game, 84. All the batsmen contributed and Yorkshire led by
170. Batting again, the home side fared even worse against Old and Stevenson,
and only a stubborn last wicket stand took them past three figures. Eventually
Hampshire turned to his senior professional to break the stand.
Notts (3 points) 162 and 123 lost to Yorkshire (19 points) 332.
Roses match at Headingley
There was a break of two weeks for Benson and Hedges Cup matches before
first class cricket resumed over the Whitsun bank holiday. John Hampshire again
won the toss and Yorkshire’s bowlers, who had achieved little in the one-day
competition, reduced the Red Rose to 94 for five and 234 all out.
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Traditional bank holiday weather took out much of Monday. Yorkshire’s innings
followed a similar pattern to that of their rivals. The feature was a seventh
wicket stand of 104 between Carrick and Bairstow, the latter demoted in the
order after the former’s exploits at Trent Bridge. Yorkshire secured a small lead,
but Hampshire broke his finger and was replaced by Old as skipper and Cooper
as fielder. Several chances went begging as Lancashire limped to safety.
Lancashire (6 points) 234 & 182-8 drew with Yorkshire (7 points) 257.
Northamptonshire at Wantage Road
Your correspondent chose to watch Yorkshire’s second XI in the days when it
was possible to travel from the office in central London by a single bus to within
walking distance of the ground in Purley. Steve Rhodes was making his
debut. Yorkshire had a miserable time there, Martyn Moxon collecting a pair in
an innings defeat. It was pretty grim for spectators, not that there were many,
as Thursday was the day the bar did not open and the local club did not perceive
a second XI game worthy of any change in routine.
The one bright spot was the news from Wantage Road. Old, Boycott and
Bairstow were on England duty (hence the elevation of Coverdale and Rhodes)
so the side was led reluctantly by Richard Lumb. He could not maintain
Hampshire’s success with the toss but it hardly mattered as the home side were
bundled out for 140, the spinners taking half of the wickets. Carrick’s run of
good scores now saw him promoted to number 5. He responded magnificently
with a career best unbeaten 131 which gave Yorkshire a lead of 200.
Unfortunately a combination of rain and Richard Williams combined to thwart
Yorkshire on the final day. An injury to Carter resulted in the unique
phenomenon of a Sharp bowling for both sides, Yardley deputising for the
Northants keeper behind the stumps.
Northants. (2 pts.) 140 & 214-3 drew with Yorkshire (7 pts.) 340-9 dec.
Sussex at Middlesbrough
England’s squared the two match ODI series with West Indies on the Friday
evening at Lord’s. Boycott was man of the match, but was not present to receive
the award as he had been given permission to set off for Middlesbrough, which
he reached around midnight. Old and Bairstow were obliged to stay to the end
for their batting, and followed two hours later.
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Old won the toss which meant that of the three, only Boycott was required on
the opening day, which was marred by rain. Imran Khan extracted some life
from the wicket, but it was slow and so were the scoring rates on both sides. In
Yorkshire’s second innings Carrick continued his good form with another 87, and
it was the spinners who took the four wickets to fall as Sussex swiftly lost interest
in a target of 250 in the same time Yorkshire had had at Grace Road.
Yorkshire (5 pts.) 216-5 dec. & 241-7 dec. drew with Sussex (4 pts.) 208-7 dec. &
146-4.
Kent at Abbeydale
The first of two visits to Abbeydale produced a nailbiting win in a low scoring
match. The first Test robbed Yorkshire of Boycott, but Kent were missing Tavaré
and Woolmer, all of whom might have enjoyed batting on this wicket.
Sidebottom was particularly successful, with eleven wickets in the match, but
his batting was also key to Yorkshire’s success. Replying to a total of 118
Yorkshire lost six wickets for 35 before Old’s captain’s innings of 61 was
supported by Sidebottom and Stevenson.
Kent’s second innings equalled Yorkshire’s first, so the target was 119 with all of
the last day to make them. Yorkshire needed 55 overs to do it and the hero this
time was Jim Love, batting for two and a half hours for an unbeaten 40.
Kent (4 pts.) 118 & 170 lost to Yorkshire (17 pts.) 170 & 119-8 by two wickets.
Middlesex at Lord’s
With the exception of 1976, Yorkshire played Middlesex every year at Lord’s;
until 1969 they had generally played MCC there as well. It was valuable
experience for the day when a player would be called into the England side.
In 1976 Kevin Sharp played an innings of 160 not out for Young England at New
Road, Worcester. It was an innings that was spoken of in glowing terms for
many years afterwards. He made his debut for Yorkshire at Leyton that year,
but progress was sporadic. This season, Carrick’s runs had helped obscure a
shortage of runs in Yorkshire’s middle order.
On this Saturday, Yorkshire made an indifferent start on being invited to bat by
the eventual champions. Once again Yorkshire had cause to be grateful to Phil
Carrick, this time not just for his runs but for the calming effect he had on his
partner into the 90s. Sharp was in complete command of the bowling and only
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his nerves threatened to get him out. The scenes when he reached three figures
were of uncontrolled joy.
Old declared in order to attack with the new ball on Saturday night, but was
frustrated when after one ball Brearley objected that the pitch had not been
rolled – this at the home of cricket! Seven minutes were added to the day’s play,
but this did not compensate fully for the time lost. Despite this set-back, Old
took two wickets before the close. Radley and Gatting wrested control on
Monday, and rain on the final day confirmed the draw.
Yorkshire (6 pts.) 314-6 dec. & 204-6 drew with Middlesex 328-5 dec.
Worcestershire at Bradford Park Avenue
The year book records that Richard Lumb captained in this game although Chris
Old also played. Whatever the reason, it benefited Yorkshire as the pair rescued
a score of 77 for six after choosing to bat. Lumb ended a lean run with a century,
Old made 89 and then there was the bonus of 62 from Graham Stevenson.
Worcestershire replied with a century from Turner and looked to be scoring a
par score before Inchmore replicated Stevenson’s batting. Yorkshire’s dismissal
in 92 overs gave an extra eight to the visitors and they led by 29 when the innings
was closed. Lumb and Athey responded with an unbroken century stand, but
rain washed out the final day for yet another draw.
Yorkshire (7 pts.) 334 & 101-0 drew with Worcs. (8 pts.) 363-9.

And a final thought from our reporter, with his priorities clear:
Nomination for best SG event: the Marquee at
Wellingborough. We had a barrel of beer which we sold at
50p a pint. The same beer was available in the members’ area
at 64p a pint. A lot of Yorkshire members discovered the SG
for the first time!
Andrew Bosi
Clearly a great occasion, as it features in Tony Bradbury’s
2005 memories too.
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Reviews:
Ed: I note that so far our critics’ thoughts have been on non-fiction. Is there
anyone who would like to reflect on cricket in fiction? Without great thought it
would seem that there are two categories: books where cricket is an incidental
skill of a central character (Raffles, Wimsey, Tom Brown, Psmith) and those with
cricket at their heart (Netherland, The Test, or Chinaman). To my horror I find
that Charters and Caldicott were not in the novel on which The Lady Vanishes is
based, so sadly they cannot count. Any thoughts from members?
Favourite Cricket Books

Philip Walker

In the wake of June Hirst’s delightful ‘My First Cricket Book’ in the April edition
of the Southern Group Newsletter, and while we are deprived of the real thing,
may I offer a couple of candidates for ‘My Favourite Cricket Book’?
There are so many to choose from: books that are treasured and re-read every
few years in my house include:
‘W.G.’s Birthday Party’ by David Kynaston
‘The Best Loved Game’ by Geoffrey Moorhouse
‘A Last English Summer’ by Duncan Hamilton
And almost anything by R.C. Robertson-Glasgow (Crusoe)
All these are a delight as indeed is almost anything written by Harry Pearson,
Michael Simpkin, Marcus Berkman and Stephen Chalke. From this list, the
discerning reader will understand I have a deep affection for the traditions and
history of the game; for that reason I have chosen with great difficulty as joint
favourites (I’m afraid I can’t separate them) ‘94 Declared’ by Ben Travers,
originally published by Elm Tree Books, and ‘Carr’s Dictionary of Extraordinary
Cricketers’, by J.L.Carr, from Quince Tree Press or Autumn Books.
Those who have come across these magical books before will confirm that what
they have in common, apart from a deep affection for the game and its
characters, is a gentle sense of humour. It is difficult, especially among
Yorkshiremen, not to smile at Carr’s description of Percy Holmes: “As he made
his jaunty way to the wicket, discerning spectators received an impression that
he was off for a day at the races, while his partner, Herbert Sutcliffe, had been
called upon to lay an aldermanic stone…”
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Or this concerning the Hon. F.S. Jackson:
“Despairing of ambition’s chiefest prize, the Yorkshire captaincy, he took to
politics and was consoled with the Governorship of Burma. There he escaped an
assassin’s sword by ‘the quickest duck I ever made’.”
Carr was something of a polymath. He became a headmaster, wrote several
novels including the acclaimed ‘Month in the Country’ and found time to start
up his own small, independent publishing company.
Ben Travers’ book is remarkable for somewhat different reasons. Like Carr, the
writing is affectionate and sprinkled with life-affirming humour. But what makes
it extraordinary is that it was written in 1980 by a man who actually watched
W.G. Grace make a century, who at the Oval saw the debut innings of one J.B.
Hobbs and was present among those at the Sydney Cricket Ground to watch D.G.
Bradman’s first meeting with English fast bowlers. And his recall of events up to
80 years ago was detailed and unembellished, befitting a man who had success
with play after play in the middle years of the last century.
What set it off was Brian Johnston inviting him into the commentary box of Test
Match Special for the interval at Lord’s in 1980. As Johnston himself put it “we
all sat in amazed and wondering silence. It was a fabulous performance. Without
a single note he seemed to be reliving every detail of what he had seen.” What
came through clearly was his “tremendous enthusiasm and sense of fun”.
Fortunately, in the year before he died, Travers was persuaded to write it all
down, which he did, delivering his manuscript exactly on time. It was to have
been called ’94 Not Out’, but sadly Ben Travers died as it was being prepared,
hence the title ’94 Declared: Cricket Reminiscences’. It is a little classic. They
both are. Very English and full of love for and devotion to the summer game.
Jack Hobbs, England’s Greatest Cricketer,

Leo McKinstry

Reviewed by Nigel Blackburn
I enjoyed reading “My First Cricket Book” by June Hirst in the last newsletter.
This addressed the merits of Peter May and there were many. I am going to
discuss a book written by Leo McKinstry, who has written many fine books, on
Geoff Boycott, Alf Ramsey, Jack and Bobby Charlton and many more.
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You may wonder why I am highlighting this book on a Surrey legend. The reason
it is relevant to Yorkshire supporters is that between 1915 and 1918 the
Bradford league became a focus for the nation’s attention. This was a time when
Lord Hawke ensured that the contracted players at Yorkshire knew where their
duty lay by stipulating that a strict condition of their continued engagement
would be participation in war work. Pro-war frenzy was being whipped up by
‘The Order of the White Feather’. The establishment pro-war policy was putting
pressure on everyone to conform to military service.
Meanwhile, although Yorkshire CCC weren’t playing any cricket and neither
were other counties, a certain John Booth who was in charge of the Bradford
League decided not to “play ball” with the authorities. He decided the League
would attempt to engage top-class professional cricketers to give spectators the
entertainment they deserved.
This was a massive gamble for Booth. The pressure on both him and the League
must have been immense and this had now become a classic battle of the
establishment against a lone dissenting voice. Booth did however have the
Yorkshire cricketing public on his side, most of whom were working in munitions
factories and the like. These were people who unfortunately lacked the time or
money to watch Yorkshire cricket, but would definitely turn out in great
numbers if the players came to their own backyards on a Saturday afternoon.
There were plenty of upcoming and established local cricketers who would fit
the bill despite Lord Hawke’s clampdown on Yorkshire players. Then Booth
realised through his contacts down south that far bigger cricketing names were
willing to come and play in the Bradford League. One of the best bowlers of his
time soon came to the League when Saltaire engaged the great Sydney Barnes.
6,400 turned out to watch him make his debut against Bowling Old Lane.
Then came Booth’s greatest coup, the legendary Jack Hobbs, even now
England’s greatest ever batsman. Contacts had provided Booth with the story of
the great man. Born into poverty and consequently a late starter in the county
game, Hobbs had a reputation of never letting anyone down. He was only too
happy to showcase his many talents for Idle in the Bradford League.
Criticism about the move from Lord Hawke and the establishment figures
wouldn’t deter Jack Hobbs as a summer without cricket wasn’t on his radar.
Given the good fortune of decent weather and Jack Hobbs’ good health and lack
of injuries, the public flocked to the grounds.
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At this level Hobbs was also a very fine bowler and a brilliant fielder. He decided
to make the trips to Yorkshire by train each weekend as he had a wife and four
children and couldn’t stop for longer periods of time. His first season was a steep
learning curve and his bowling and fielding sometimes played a bigger part in
wins for Idle than his batting. However once he had become familiar with his
new surroundings huge scores began to follow in his second season.
Spectators continued to flock to the grounds and then Hobbs paid John Booth a
further compliment by persuading the great Frank Woolley to join Keighley. This
must have caused even more furore among the establishment figures around
the country. Local people were now able to watch top stars on their doorsteps.
Whatever next!
Then came a body blow for John Booth as conscription was introduced, taking
Hobbs into the Royal Flying Corps. However help was at hand and in July and
August he was once again able to turn out for Idle. Conscripted as an air
mechanic, he was still based in England.
I will leave you with this account of a cup-tie between Idle and Saltaire:
Over 8,000 people, packed into the Idle Cricket Ground, witnessed a majestic
innings of 132 from “The Master”. Saltaire had a strong bowling attack including
the great Sydney Barnes but were no match for Hobbs who was unmerciful. “The
rooftops around the Idle ground must have had a lot of cracked slates that
afternoon.” Spectators dived for cover as Hobbs unleashed his full array of
strokes. The greatest problem he experienced that day was getting to and from
the ground, given the swell of spectators who had occupied every vantage point.
This particular match had shown John Booth’s huge gamble had paid massive
dividends for clubs and spectators alike. A story of the little man who had
triumphed over Lord Hawke and the state machine bearing down on him. Many
Yorkshire folk who would never have been able to attend a test match marvelled
at the sight of our greatest ever English batsman playing at their local cricket
ground. The Bradford League had certainly made its mark in cricketing folklore.
Editor: Many thanks to both our reviewers. I have John Arlott’s book on Hobbs.
Astonishingly it has a mere six lines on his war time experience, which is seen as
relevant only in terms of ‘what might have been’. There is no reference to Booth,
or to Idle. Those readers with a deeper interest in the Leagues during the war,
and the moral dilemma faced, might enjoy Jeremy Lonsdale’s ‘A Game
Sustained’, reviewed in the July 2019 Newsletter.
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My First Yorkshire Match

John Kirkland

Yorkshire v Lancashire. Bramall Lane, 2,4 and 5 August 1969.
1958 was a terrible year to be born. By the time I developed a sporting
consciousness, it was perceived wisdom that Yorkshire were the natural county
champions, England natural World Cup winners and Rotherham’s natural home
was in the second division. A life of near total disappointment beckoned.
1969 was the year that started to challenge this orthodoxy. By the time of the
August Roses match, a fourth consecutive championship was out of the question
and frankly qualifying for the final of the Gillette Cup the previous week was very
little consolation. It was a temporary blip, of course. According to Wisden ‘few
could doubt that Yorkshire, having played ten colts during the season, will soon
be in the leading sides in the Championship race once more’. But deeply
perplexing for an eleven-year old. Still, we could beat Lancashire.
This wasn’t strictly my first county championship game, but a rain soaked second
day at Worksop in 1966, and disastrous batting collapse at Hull in 1968 have
been carefully and deliberately erased from my memory. This was my first Roses
match, and I can remember almost every minute. We went on the third day.
Yorkshire were well on top. Lancashire had laboured almost ninety overs for
their first innings score of 171, only reaching those dizzy heights thanks to a
ninth wicket partnership between Lever and Simmons. Boycott and Hampshire
top scored in Yorkshire’s reply of 290 for 8.
When Lancashire re-started, David Lloyd went for a duck, and Pilling quickly
followed, with the deficit still over a hundred. A further collapse could have
ended the game in half a day, but the thought of my summer holiday treat being
curtailed never really struck me. The important thing was for Yorkshire to win. I
watched with consternation as Engineer and Clive Lloyd showed resistance, no
doubt joining in the crowd murmurings about ‘bloody overseas players’.
By early afternoon, the game was heading for a draw, with Lancashire reaching
150 for no further loss. Then came the kind of sudden transformation that
makes cricket the game that it is. On a pitch starting to turn, six wickets went for
ten runs. With over three hours left, Lancashire led by 41 runs, with two wickets
left. The early bus once again beckoned.
The scorecard doesn’t do justice to the drama that followed. It merely tells that
the Lancashire captain Jack Bond and the ever stubborn ‘flat Jack’ Simmons put
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together a partnership of seven, before Simmons was bowled by Chris Old for a
duck. Amidst much slow hand clapping, those seven runs took an hour and a
quarter. After Simmons rash departure, Bond carried on to reach the dizzy
heights of seventeen, compiled over two and a half hours. Wonderful
entertainment – and I am not being sarcastic.
When Bond eventually succumbed, Yorkshire were left with 65 to win in just
under an hour. Better still, thanks to Brian’s Close’s alleged misdemeanours of
the previous summer, we had a minimum number of overs – 19. No bowling
restrictions in those days, and with the conventional wisdom still being that
spinners were expensive (a view that Lancashire did so much to change in the
following years), Higgs and Lever could bowl throughout. But the rate was less
than 3.5 per over. What could go wrong?
Seemingly nothing. By the 18th over Yorkshire had moved serenely to 64 for 3 –
just one run required. We had moved serenely to the exit, to make a quick exit
for the bus as soon as Doug Padgett, fittingly for his benefit match, hit the
winning run. That he didn’t was an irritation for my Mum, who wanted to get
the bus, but surely not for the result. It would mean that Barry Leadbeater would
have the honour at the other end. When Leadbeater was out to the third ball of
the final over, we assumed that the honour had passed to Don Wilson. Only
when Wilson was stumped by Engineer two balls later did the result seem to be
in doubt. Now responsibility passed to Hutton, who amidst great excitement
connected with the last ball. I’m pretty sure the batsmen had made their ground
before it landed. Unfortunately, it landed safely in the hands of Pilling. His third
catch in twenty minutes, a treble wicket maiden for Higgs and remarkably, a
game ‘drawn with the scores level’.
From the perspective of today’s free scoring cricket, it’s astonishing that a team
could not get 65 in 19 overs; still less one off the last two. But the day taught me
that cricket wasn’t all about fast scoring. A lesson learned to the frustration of
several of my batting partners in future years.
Lancs 171 (Old 5-34) & 183 (Engineer 96, Wilson 4-48), Yorks 290-8 dec.
(Boycott 80, Hampshire 62) & 64-6. Match drawn.
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